SUZOHAPP

Handle with care: Suzohapp highlight cash handling solutions

Suzohapp will be pushing all the right buttons at this year’s ICE, with the company set to display its broad selection of pushbuttons, in addition to its cash handling solutions including the Intelligent Coin System and Scan Coin’s new mid-range coin sorter, the ICX Active-9.

Suzohapp will help its customers get a grip on cash handling at ICE 2018, as the company gears up to display a complete array of solutions alongside components and spare parts at the show.

“ICE will give us the opportunity to show yet again that we always put our customers first,” explains Goran Sovilj, Suzohapp’s VP of sales gaming EMEA.

“Our strength not only lies in the fact that we are the largest supplier to the industry of cash handling solutions, components and spares. Our enduring strength is that we constantly look to bring added value to our customers by providing the best solutions possible at extremely competitive prices.

“We are committed to perpetual research and development and that explains why we can offer so many solutions ‘made by Suzohapp’.

Cash handling equipment occupies a central position in the Suzohapp portfolio and the company will be showcasing a broad range of components at ICE, including Comestero coin validators (RM5HD), banknote validators (MPL and SC Advance), and coin hoppers (Flow, Cube and Evolution).

For complete coin recycling, Suzohapp recommends the Intelligent Coin System (ICS) which offers eight hoppers and a sorter all in one product, boasting a compact design which makes it easier for manufacturers to incorporate.

Suzohapp also offers complete solutions for operators, such as Comestero change machines and Scan Coin back-office coin and note sorters.

ICE attendees will have the opportunity to learn more about the Dual Coin Pro and Easy Pro change machines and the SC-8220 banknote sorter, while significant focus will also be placed on the new Scan Coin ICX Active-9 coin sorter.

The ICX Active-9 is a brand new mid-range coin sorter which has nine coin outlets and a reject outlet, with a count speed of 2,700 coins per minute.

For this year’s ICE, Suzohapp will also be displaying Nanoptix’ printers, including the Paycheck NextGen, following a global distribution agreement between the two companies which comes into effect on 1 January 2018.

Display technology is a focus for Suzohapp and as a long-serving partner for ELO visitors can look forward to seeing the company’s latest solutions for touchscreen technology, including OpenFrame, Desktop Monitors and IDS.

Suzohapp will be showing its own range of monitors under the VisionPRO brand at the show.

Reflecting Suzohapp’s diverse portfolio of pushbuttons, the company will be highlighting its PKT (Picture Key Technology) at the show.

PKT is the leading-edge technology in tactile controls, combining Suzohapp’s key capabilities in push buttons, displays and RGB LED design to create an innovative all-in-one solution with fiber optic glass pushbuttons which can present any graphic content from a display underneath the surface, while retaining the tactile feel of mechanical pushbuttons.

A wide selection of toppers will be displayed, including the top-selling SH1950 LCD Video Topper, while other components to be demonstrated at ICE include AudioPRO speakers, locks, Newland barcode scanners and switches.
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